CHAPTER EIGHT
HI GOOD’S SHEEP CAMP
WITH CABIN FINDINGS

				

“It’s not what you find, it’s what you find out.”

						

--David Hurst Thomas (1989:31)
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Figure 397. Referencing a sheep shear blade,
veteran sheep man Jack Haslem announced,
“This blunt kind is what your group found out
at your dig. This one pictured here [Sears,
Roebuck & Co. Catalog, 1902] is the very type
you have.” (See Fig.400c below). It is likely a
Burgon & Ball brand (See Fig. 402 below) Photo
by Richard Burrill, 2007.

Figure 398. Blade is
6” long x 2” wide.
Photograph at site.
Box red and white
mailing label is 4”
long. 			
		

400 a

Figure 399. From the SE quadrant, Vicki Philbin
unearthed this single hand sheep shear blade
(320-434). Photo on February 14, 2004.

400 b

400 c

Figure 400a, b & c Reprinted from Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Catalogue (1902), p. 554.
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I. Gun Ammunition Types Used by Hi Good
and Evidence of Early Sheep Camp Operation Confirmed

hether or not site CA-TEH-2105H contained artifacts, which contextually establishes Hi
Good’s historical presence, was investigated. The biographical background data researched
points to Hi Good’s sheep operation as involving a little less than four years, from 1866 to
1870. Yet, during the 2004 field season of collecting, some participants remarked that it seemed to
them that very few artifacts collected, if any, fit Hi Good’s pre-1870s era. But consider the precarious
challenge at hand in “hunting” for Hi Good. For instance, the years 1866 to 2004 span 136 years of
living experience. And Good’s career as owner and leader of a sheep operation venture, again was
short-lived, less than four years. This translates to only about .02% of the time for Hi Good’s participation that the archaeologist has to work with, while 99.9% of the time involved presumably other
residents. Put simply, the forecast for our team to uncover evidence of Hi Good’s vintage years, let
alone Hi Good’s presence, was most unlikely.
Yet, with this said, the 2003 and 2004 site data presumably point to Hi Good’s presence as
established. This evidence involved these three parameters:
1. Firearm Pieces Attributed to Hi Good. Twenty-six vintage firearm ammunition pieces were
found at the site that contextually fit Hi Good’s three gun types used.
2. An early Sheep Operation confirmed at the study area. A sheep operation is confirmed based
on the faunal analysis completed and three sheep-related tools recovered. The historical dating for the
sheep shear blade found (320-434), likely from Sheffield, England, actually precedes Hi Good’s time
period. Burgon & Ball are an old Sheffield firm, for example, who originally made shears, scissors and
knives, and whose origin date back to 1730. Available online: <http://www.burgonandball.com>
3. Contextually the oral history acclaimed Hi Good Cabin structure appears to have been a
conducive living quarters in Acorn Hollow as part of “someone’s” early sheep camp operation. That
someone was presumably Hi Good. Besides the plethora of red bricks from the collapsed chimney,
three artifact specimens contextually appear to have come from the Hi Good Cabin’s door hardware
as well.
About the firearm ammunition that are Hi Good known gun types) - Hi Good’s presumable
presence is based partly on the recovery from Unit 4N10E of all three gun ammunition types attributed to Hi Good. The firearms data are described and interpreted in this report’s Ch. 5 Personal Group
(on pages 397-412) and also in Ch. 6, the latter of which addresses the Unit 4N10E’s Feature 6 “Ashy
Deposit” (on pages 495-497).
On February 21, 2004, the first three .44 Henry Flat rimfire brass cartridge casings were found
in Unit 4N10E, along with one .56 .46 Spencer “bottle-necked” cartridge type. For the record the one
lead rifle ball was recovered also from Unit 4N10E for a muzzle-loader rifle on February 28, 2004.
Counting property owner Mike Hamilton’s four ammunition pieces that were found earlier at the site,
the total count is twenty-five (25) armament pieces found at the study area that are of Hi Good’s three
gun types( 21 that are .44 Henry Flats;* 4 that are .56 .46 Spencers, and 1 that is a lead rifle ball).
_________
* The site’s total count for .44 Henry Flat rim-fire cartridge casings increased to twenty-five in 2007, with four
more were recovered from the new Unit 5N9E, which is also contiguous to Unit 4N10E.

Time frames also match - These armaments’ time frames also fit Hi Good’s presence in California, which was 1854-1870. Specifically, it was 1860, when Benjamin Tyler Henry (“H”) first introduced
his lever-action Henry repeating rifle to the world, which used, and still uses the .44 Henry Flat. And
it was in 1866 when J. H. Spencer began his manufacture of his Spencer Sporting and Military Carbine.
(The respective sources for these armament manufacture dates are listed on page 398).
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Also, four metal buttons found in Unit 4N10E and vicinity (Road Segment 2) have early dates
that fit for Hi Good’s. The three one piece cast metal type dates to “ca. 1800 -1860” (Atkinson 2002:4.8),
while the one with shank, two piece Sander’s type dates “ca.1830 - present (Atkinson 2002:4:8).

Sheep Operation Related Artifacts
The Chapter 2 and 3 data document from earliest sources that Hi Good underwent a career
transition from pioneer Indian adversary to “sheep man operator” in late 1866 until his death on May
4, 1870. That an early sheep operation was one of the events that transpired at the site is apparent by
both artifacts and faunal materials found.
”We have confirmation of a sheep operation here!” proclaimed one field director, when one
“blunt tip” type blade of a sheep hand shear was found in the southeast quadrant and only a few feet
from the datum. This specimen (320-434) is probably of Burgon & Ball make but because of wear and
long time burial, it is undiscernible. Then, on February 17, 2007, another blunt tip style sheep shear
blade was recovered by Tom Keffer. He found his in the rocky bottom of the dry Acorn Hollow creek,
at a spot just a little downstream from the Hi Good Cabin flat. Burgon & Ball began manufacturing in
1730 in the industrial heartland of Sheffield, England, and continues in business to this day. The blunt
tip remains their hallmark product.
Another artifact found in the course of excavating that is arguably “sheep operations related,”
is specimen 320-106, listed in the Catalog under the Industrial Group. It appears to be a very rusted
tang fragment of an early skinning or butcher’s knife (See Figures 15a & 15b). This tool was recovered
from unit 4N10E where in four also verifiable sheep bones were also found. While beginning the faunal
materials interpreting, a butchery station in the vicinity of 4N10E is conjectured (See faunal analysis
below).
Career sheep man Jack Haslem of Susanville, Lassen County, California, was interviewed on
1/30/2007 and 3/14/2007. He identified artifact specimen 320-434, as being one of the blades of the
Burgon & Ball, blunt tip, two springs sheep hand shear model (See Figure 10c), reprinted from page
554 of Sears, Roebuck & Co. Catalog (1902 Edition [1969]). New York: Bounty Books, a division of Crown
Publishers, Inc.
Mr. Haslem made these additional remarks about all three models, Figures 400a, 400b, and
400c:
• About Figures 400a & 400b — “These two sharp tipped hand shears are used for making
the sheep look pretty for a show; leaving so much of the wool on the animal and smoothing it to look
like silk. There are a few today who do this kind of hand shearing at sheep and wool festivals who
keep this tradition alive.”
•About Figure 400b —”The middle model is a one spring hand shear. I don’t like this middle
one because the handle is all one piece. You don’t have the flexibility then. Now I’ve taken hand shears
and even trimming hand shears, and if they are a little stiff, I’ve heated them with a torch and took a
little of the temper out so they don’t have as much grit. “
• About Figure 400c [Blunt tip type] —”Most of the hand shears that they used for shearing
by hand had blunt tips with the two springs. That is the old blunt tip type of shear (See Fig. 400c)
best for shearing, for the sharp tip models could puncture the hide as you are shearing. The bottom
one pictured is used for taking the wool off to sell it. This blunt kind is what your group found out at
your dig.”
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Figure 401. Jack Haslem points to
same blade in relation to the blunt
type blade photographed at
Hi Good Cabin site.

Figure 402. Jack Haslem points to blunt tip sheep shears (middle pair) as contrasted to sharply tipped sheep
shears (left and right). In the photos’ right side, two types of “keepers” are displayed. Keepers “keep” the sheep
hand shear blades together to protect the blades. All three pairs are double springs. The blunt tip pair of Burgon
& Ball sheep shears (below) belonged to a fellow named Irving Beard from Fruita, Colorado, of Mesa County,
who was a professional sheep shearer.
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Specimen		
Number		

Horizontal
Provenience		

Depth		

320-106		
4N10E			
0-6”		
								
								
3
1

Description
Possible skinning or sticking
knife tang handle fragment.
Hand hammered of steel w/five
positioned rivets

5 - Only the hole
remains where the
5th rivet was placed.

ACTUAL SIZE
2

Figure 403.

4

Because some lower limb sheep bone elements were also collected from 4N10E, this makes
a better case that a butchery station was present in this vicinity, and, predictably that butchery tools
might be found there, too. One butchered bone (320-202) was also found in 4N10E. However, of
what animal remains this bone is, this remains unanswered.
About specimen 320-106, a possible telltale clue that a skinning knife handle fragment was
found, are its five rivets that, when taken together, are positioned much like the “five of dominos.”
This same design pattern for a butcher’s knife handle (that is about three inches long with blade 5”
long) was a product for sale in the Sears, Roebuck & Company Catalogue (1902), p. 485. Its handle size
does appear small for a man’s hand size. Larger sizes were also for sale. Would a fork have had five
rivets, too?

Figure 404. Sears, Roebuck & Company Catalogue (1902), p. 485, includes these three butchers’ knife illustrations, all with the special “five of dominos” rivets pattern in their handle part.
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Faunal Remains Interpretations
Early sheep camp activity was further corroborated by the significant number of sheep bones
that have been professionally interpreted as such. On the morning of August 8, 2006, physical anthropology Archaeo-zoologist Frank Bayham (Fig. 405) at California State University, Chico, conducted
a preliminary assessment of the entire CA-TEH-2105H faunal collection (which totals 33 specimens
numerically).
Methodology: Seven of the nine specimens pulled by Professor Bayham were of the order artiodactyla
(cloven-hoofed animals). These seven underwent a systematic process of first ascertaining whether they were closer
in appearance to the deer (cervidae) family and/or closer
to the goat and sheep (ovidae) family. If they were closer
to the latter, the next step was to attempt to distinguish
whether it was closer to sheep or closer to goat. This process
was repeated for each with the ultimate goal of hopefully
determining the genus and species for each.
[Provided below is an example of genus species determination abilities, involving the squirrel family.

Figure 405. Professor Frank Bayham on
8/8/2006, inside the CSU Chico’s Anthropology Department’s archaeo-zoologist,
conducting his preliminary assessment
of the CA-TEH-2105H faunal collection of
2003-2004. Photos by Richard Burrill.

Figure 406. Have we a tree squirrel
or a ground squirrel?
320-245 specimen (middle) was collected from Feature 1
at the 0-48”depth.
First, it was determined that the small rodent skull
is of the squirrel or sciuridae family.
Then, a very confident identification was made
that, “We have a ground squirrel (Spermophilus beechey)
rather than a tree squirrel (Sciurus griseus).” One telltale
element noted about the ground squirrel species (also
bottom) is the presence of two foramens above (superior)
the ear (or external auditory meatus). This attribute is
absent in the tree squirrel (top).
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Summary of Findings
Of seven bones of the order artiodactyla (cloven animals) that were pulled because of their
promising diagnostic elements, five diagnostic bones were determined to “compare favorably to sheep
(Ovis aries), of which one was most unequivocally sheep, and only one “was not definitive. The five
are:
(1) 320-566 acetabulum of the pelvis (See Figures 407 & 408) “compares favorably with sheep
as opposed to goat.” (Horizontal provenience 6N2E E 1/4 Depth 6-12”).
(2) 320-203 distal metapodial piece, “Compares favorably in the direction of sheep within family bovidae.” (Fig. 409 ). (Horizontal provenience 4N10E depth 0-6”).
(3) 320-206 calcaneus, “leans toward direction of sheep of bovidae family, “but not definitive.”
(Horizontal provenience 4N10E Depth 0-6”). (See Figures 410 & 411)
(4 and 5) Included with the same specimen number #320-206, the lst phalanx and 3rd phalanx
(also called terminal phalanx), resulted with Professor Bayham conclusion, “I’m leaning towards Ovis
(sheep) again.” (Fig. 412) About the 3rd phalanx, “Confirmed! Of all the pieces studied, this is most
unequivocally sheep!” (Fig. 413).

Figure 407. FIRST COMPARISON Professor Frank Bayham holds
the acetabulum of the pelvis (320-566)
in his left hand and compares it to the
acetabulum of a deer (cervidae) family.

Figure 408.SECOND COMPARISON Professor Frank Bayham compares
320-566 this time with a sheep’s pelvis.
INTERPRETATION - About 320-566,
“This compares favorably with sheep as
opposed to goat.”
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Figure 409. 320-203 distal metapodial
piece, “Compares favorably in the direction
of sheep within family bovidae.” (Fig. 407).
320-203 found in 4N10E,was determined
to be a distal metapodial piece. It was first
determined as being of the bovid family
as opposed to cervidae family. Next was
the task of distinguishing within bovidae
whether it is a goat (Capra hircus) or a
sheep (Ovis aries).
Boessneck (1968:355) wrote, “The
fossulae which join on to the distal trochlear
condyles proximally . . . are, as a rule, more
strongly developed in Capra (goat) than in
Ovis (sheep).” (See Fig. 18). Professor
Bayham concluded, “Compares favorably in
the direction of sheep within family bovidae.”
From this reference book illustration, 320203 distal metapodial piece, “Compares
favorably in the direction of sheep within
family bovidae..” Reference used was: J.
Boessneck 1968 “Osteological differences
between sheep (Ovis aries Linné) and goat
(Capra hircus linné). Science in Archaeology, XX:331-358.

Figures 410 & 411. Specimen 320-206 found in 4N10E was a complete calcaneus, and therefore should be fairly
diagnostic. Again the process was repeated as above: first compared with deer family and then with bovidae
family.Its conclusion came out, “Still similar and leans toward direction of sheep of bovidae family, but not definitive.” Conclusion: 320-206 calcaneus, “leans toward direction of sheep of bovidae family, “but not definitive.”
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Figure 412. Also in same collection bag 320-206 found in 4N10E, were the lst
phalanx and 3rd phalanx (also called terminal phalanx). Dr. Bayham commented
that, “If it is found that lower limb elements of animals are prevalent in a certain
area, this often means that in that area a butchery station had been established.”
First the cervidae family was ruled out. The conclusion about the lst phalanx was
“I’m leaning towards Ovis (sheep) again.”

Figure 413. About the 3rd phalanx, Dr. Bayham stated, “Confirmed! Of all
the pieces studied, this is most unequivocally sheep!”
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NE

320-345
ground squirrel

320-457 “probably deer.”
320-566 Sheep’s
acetabulum found
at 6-12” depth

Unit 6N2E E 1/2

Sheep bones from 4N10E were: 320-206 calcaneus,
320-203 distal metapodial piece, and 320-206, lst
phalanx and 3rd phalanx; also (320-206), one bone of
jackrabbit!

Unit 4N10E
Feature 1
(Depression)

Units 3N1E, 3N2E, 3N3E

Datum
320-201 Fish bones
Either minnow or
sucker family.
Order: Cypriniformes
also recovered from
Unit 4N10E

Unit 2S 12E

Figure 414. Map: Faunal Materials Distribution CA-TEH-2105H

Table 17 Faunal Remains Count, 2003-2004
Feature 1
0-48”
Feature 1
48-60”
Feature 1
72-84”
NE Section
0-6”
			
			

(5) Lg and small mammal bone fragments
(1) Small mammal bones
(1) bone fragment placed in foil packet (320-367) to be analyzed.
(2) [Professor Bayham determined that the “distal portion of a 		
scapula (320-457) “appears closer and is more probably deer.”
It had been first excluded from being a pronghorn antelope.]

3N1E		
3N2E		
3N3E		

(60) Small mammal fragments Remark: Screen 1/8”
(40) Lg mammal bone fragments, 320-082
(55) Lg mammal bone fragments, 320-252

0-6”
0-6”
0-6”

4N10E		
0-6”
			
			
			

(1) butchered bone/ cut by fine saw, 320-202 [Professsor Bayham
said,“If it is found that lower limb elements of animals are prevalent
in a certain area, this often means that in that area, a butchery sta
tion had been established.”]

4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
6N2E E 1/4
6N2E E 1/4

(80) mammal bone fragments 320-189
1/2 bag burnt bone fragments, 320-200
1/2 bag Lg mammal bone fragments,320-205
1/2 bag misc. mammal bone fragments, 320-204
(2) Fish vertebra 		
(39) Lg. mammal fragments
(17) Small mammal fragments

0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
6-12”
6-12”
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Same photo, Figure 108 from page
178 of this report.
(Note: Its original provenience data
may also be found on page 178).
“Back wall of cabin with chimney.”
Hence, structure’s front with entrance
(door), likely faced the creek (wash).
Notice the “white splotch” on the
cabin’s side wall (at right side in the
photo), now believed to have been a
small window. Four fragments of thick,
perfectly flat, and opalescent glass
were recovered from Unit 3N1E to
confirm the likelihood that there was a
window in what has been established
as the structure’s west facing wall.

circa 1920 Photo of the purported “ Hi Good Cabin” at his 1866-1870 sheep camp.

Figure 415. The same dark horizontal shadow line in the upper right of
this photo appears in the vintage Hi
Good Cabin photo above. The original
cabin’s front door very likely faced
south/southeast, towards Acorn Hollow Creek. Pictured in the foreground
is a surveyor’s transit with tripod that
straddles the site’s datum.

2003 Photo, and taken looking south/southeast.
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II. Cabin Structure with Associated Artifacts

reserved by the archaeological record regarding the Hi Good period during the
years 1866 to 1870, are a select number of artifacts that contextually have been
assigned to his sheep camp. The sheep camp appears to have had one structure, a rough cabin,
about 14’ x 14’, which had a large fireplace hearth of bricks and stones. To properly describe the
artifacts’ contextual relationships, it is requisite to first describe the cabin’s location on the flat, its
estimated size, orientation, as well as how these tentative conclusions were determined.
Cabin’s Orientation and Dimensions
The Cabin’s Orientation - Retired archaeologist Ed Clewett of Shasta College in 2004, upon
visiting the Hi Good site to help in mapping, also studied the vintage Hi Good Cabin photo (Fig.
108, also reprinted on next page below). The professor noted the horizontal dark shadow line in the
photo’s far right side. Next from where Clewett was standing, his experienced eyes surveyed the surrounding terrain. He got the author’s attention, with a copy of the vintage photo in hand. He pointed
south towards the seasonal wash of Acorn Hollow. He asked whether the dark shadow in the vintage
photo was the creek line?
The short of this is that Professor Clewett’s hypothesis for the cabin’s orientation has survived
the test of time. The dark lines in Figures 108 and 415 (opposite) are invariably made by the same
immediate creek and hill embankment, visible in the south. This also infers that the cabin’s back wall
with brick chimney faced north; the front door southeasterly, which greeted the morning sun. This
challenges, however, what Tehama County locals have observed about their weather patterns. Property
owner Mike Hamilton stated on 12/8/2001 that:
Also about the line cabins, most storms came in from
the south in this region, so all through the Vina Plain, they
put a front door in the northeast corner. That way they
didn’t get a direct beat on the doorway itself then. It was
more protected.
The archaeological record also includes four opalized glass
fragments (320-594) found in the trench Unit 3N1E (also part of
the Feature 2, “brick scatter”). These largest fragments, along with
nine smaller glass fragments (320-077) from Unit 3N2E, upon more
study, fulfill all the requisites for old window pane glass. They are
all perfectly flat. They are heavier than any of the other flat glass
fragments found at the site. They all measure 1/8” thick (.125
inches), which is within the range for window pane glass thickness. The opalized glass, with its thick layer of this hydrate, may

Figure 416. Emeritus Professor Ed
Clewett of Shasta College at site
on 2/27/2004. Photo by author.

be dated pre-1920, because more soda was used until that time” (Adkison 2002:1.23). Moreover, there
is visible in Fig. 108 (at right in photo) a small white splotch that suggests a small window. It faced
west, based on the above. The site data suggest that the Hi Good structure’s northwest corner stood
in or approached Unit 3N1E (See Figure 417 “Map of Cabin’s Footprint”).
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Cabin Location. This structure was on the north side of Acorn Hollow’s seasonal wash and
down low on a flat, with hills to its north side protecting the cabin’s residents from direct exposure to
the stern north winds. The structure stood in the area where the site’s datum was placed (See Figures
410 and 411). The several oral histories of the Hi Good location secured (See Ch. 2 Background History), along with the one exclusive “Hi Good Cabin” photograph, as taken by Minnie Brown Leininger
in about 1920, lend compelling evidence that the Acorn Hollow flat in Section 21 of T. 25N, R1W, is
where the Hi Good cabin originally stood. This Hi Good structure, called a “cabin” in most sources, is
not to be confused with Hi Good’s earlier built, “ranch house” headquarters, about 1 1/2 miles south
on the south side terrace along Deer Creek in Section 33 (See maps, Figures 54 and 152).

Purported Footprint of Hi Good Cabin
Figure 417.

Cabin Size and Dimensions Of the three people standing in front of the Cabin, Jim Stark, the
Vina and Corning school teacher, is the one figure assumed to have been about 6 feet tall. This is the
measure used to ascertain the approximate size/dimensions of the structure.
The cabin, built in about 1866, or a little earlier, was 14’ by 14,’ or perhaps a little larger, and
about seven feet high at the corners. It had a red brick fireplace. Its fire hearth was of bricks and of
basaltic stones with mortar. Also one prehistoric milling stone was found, to date, as part of the fire
hearth [and possibly called a cobble stone instead by Moak 1923:32.] There is no record of a wooden
floor, but there probably was one, especially if the structure served in any capacity as a kind of “line
cabin” at a sheep camp.
The vertical chimney probably collapsed about 1937 (See Feature 2 discussion). About the
brick scatter artifacts, it merits mention here that five specimen numbers (for whole brick and brick
fragments and mortar fragments) are also assigned from the Hi Good structure’s fireplace hearth and
chimney tower. Corroboration for this, again, is the unique “Hi Good Cabin” photo (Fig. 108) that
shows one quite large brick/stone chimney placed in the middle of its presumed north facing wall.
The size of the sheep camp cabin’s front door is undetermined. Because of the aforementioned
low corners, however, even an average sized person invariably had to stoop to enter.
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From a study of Figure 108, the structure’s outside walls were of milled* materials of board and
batten construction. Whether the cabin’s main floor, corner, and roof timbers were hand hewn remain
unresolved. It is a consideration that possibly they were later recycled. Are any of these timbers one or
more of the hand hewn uprights and roof beam supports today to be seen in the adjacent feed shed?
The two vertical timbers are each eight feet long. Two more hand hewn pieces are cut such that they
overlap each other. Together they support the feed shed’s roof. Each is eleven feet long, spanning some
twenty-two feet, fitted together as they are (see Fig. 385).
__________
* It remains unlikely that the larger timbers were milled, for as early as 1851 James Paine (or Payne) who built
his sawmill on the east bank of the Sacramento River a short distance above the mouth of Mill Creek “sold at an
enormous price,” remarked Judge Edward. J. Lewis. Pioneer Job Dye constructed his early sawmill, too, but it
was at Antelope Mills a distance. Dye was selling lumber to customers in 1859 (Bauer 1970:10-11) .
Specimen
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience
Depth		
320-594
3N1E		
0-6”
							
						

Description
Four aqua-colored,
opalescent glass
fragments (1/8” thickness)

Figure 418. Four windowpane, opalescent glass fragments (320-594) are “pre-1920” glass, and likely came from
a small window that was part of the Hi Good cabin’s west facing wall. Such a window is suggested in the vintage
“Hi Good Cabin” photo (Fig. 108) where the white splotch appears. All total, 39 similar windowpane shards were
recovered: 17 smaller fragments from Unit 3N2E; 1 from Unit 3N3E, and 3 from Unit 6N2E E1/2, 0-48 inches.
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Door Hardware Artifacts Found Have Been Assigned
As Likely From the Hi Good Cabin
It is apparent that three specimens can be assigned the Hi Good Cabin’s front door: (1) a door
strap hinge (320-436), (2) three metal front and back plate fragments (320-433a, 433b, and 433c) of an
upright rim knob lock, and (3) a molded steel latch piece with pin hole (320-119). The latter was

probably part of the internal manual pivoting piece of the same door rim mounted lock (See
below). Assigning them is based on the facts that their recovery occurred fairly close to where
the cabin’s front door once faced, and that both the door strap hinge (which was hand forged)
and the upright rim knob lock style have been identified as Civil War era relics (see below).

Figure 419. Door or gate strap hinge fragment (320-436) recovered from the NE quadrant, has been hand-forged
welded. 8” long x 7/8” width, with two 3/8” screw holes. Part of this strap hinge broke off (at its right end above).
It probably had three holes punched out when red hot, not just two.

												

These remarks were secured about 320-436:
• Tools expert Wes Creager of Briarwood Antiques and Collectibles in
San José, California, explained, “This female part of a door or gate hinge would have had a pintle and
set by gravity.” Note: Its male companion piece, the pintle, has not been recovered.
• Merced County rancher John Latta described it as “a hinge probably for a door or gate.”
Latta added, “This is like the type for a barn door to separate food from the animals.”
• Farming equipment consultant and instructor at Butte College, Doug Flesher said that when
red hot, it was bent on an anvil and forge welded and the holes were punched out.”
Because this piece was found in the NE quadrant where two structures once stood, its heaviness
as a factor, and that it was forge welded with holes punched out, it likely came from Hi Good’s cabin
rather than from the purported “tack room” or “line cabin” structure (see Ch. 6 Feature 5 “Collapsed
Structure” discussion on pages 489-490).
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Drawing by
Janice Newton.

Door or Gate surface

Figure 420. “This interpretation assumes a bolt or shaft with square head was dropped through
a second “eye” bolt, as opposed to the more popular method by which a pintle (female part )
would have protruded vertically and set by gravity. Also, the door hinge piece found is a fragment. It would have been longer and punched with a third hole, so that three heavy nails or
screws would have been put into the door to attach it more securely.

Figure 421.This is a typical lower
gate hinge that hangs by gravity.
It is on a ranch today in Lassen
County, The male bolt part through
the “eye” on which the other part
turns, is called the pintle. Photo by
author, 2007.
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Figure 422. Regarding specimen 320-433a, 433b, & 433c. Collectors Guide to Locks & Keys Price Guide. Gas
City, Indiana: L-W Promotions, p. 34. [No date]. Available from Clifford Moffitt of Susanville, CA. Backside reads,
“For additional copies send $3.95 to L-W Promotions, Box 69 Gas City, Indiana 46933.
Notice that the lower version of the upright rim knob locks is for a door with its hinges mounted on the
right side of the door. Customarily is that the (skeleton) key hole is below the knob hole. Notice also that the
“box” corner screws are both on the door “latch side,” that is top left corner and bottom left corner.
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Three cast iron plate fragments were found of an upright rim knob lock box or case
used as early as the U. S. Civil War years. Fragment 320-433a is the orphan piece collected
from the SE quadrant by aid of a White Classic II metal detector. Fragments 320-433b and
320-433c were found in the NE quadrant, and closest to Unit 4N10E. It appears that all three
came from the same door lock box or case (see Fig. 416). This same type of door lock was for
sale in Sears, Roebuck & Co. Catalog (1897:90) & (1908: 141). This lock box or case comes with
a receiver that was not found at the site.

Figure 423. Owner Wes Creager of Briarwood Antiques and Collectibles in San Jose, CA, sells this
same type of door lock that he believes “dates back to the Civil War.” Notice its latch (in middle foreground above) that looks like a little tongue protruding. The cast iron piece (above right) is specimen
320-433b found at the Hi Good Cabin site, with 3 1/4” length. It is a part of the back plate side, the
part that goes with the end that has the hole (with square opening) for the hand knob and connecting
inside and outside hand knobs.
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320-433b

Actual Size
Standard case size: 3 1/4” x 4”
Figure 424. This sketch illustrates the relationships of the three fragments found at the Hi Good Cabin site.
They are numbered 320- 433a, 433b & 433c; parts of the box or case of an upright rim knob lock that might
have been part of the cabin’s front door hardware. Dimensions: 320-433a is 1” x 1 1/2,” 433b has length of
3 1/4” and 433c is 1 1/2” x 1 1/2.”

				
Comments: 320-433b and 320-433c share the same GPS location, collected the same day, 4/10/2003, in the area
that would become the NE quadrant. The standard size for this type of cast iron lock box was: 3 1/4” x 4”. Three
separate interpretations are provided:
• Wes Creager (Tools expert): “These are part of a cast iron rim lock box of the 1850s or 1860s civil war
era. The cover plate is missing. The box is also missing the receiver. Its square door knob inside part is also missing.” (11/27/2006).
• Rancher John Latta of Merced County: “These are door latch fragments with no key lock on it probably.” (12/2 2006).
• Cliff Moffitt, “These are mounted onto the door with screw heads on the inside for security
reasons”(1/12/ 2007).
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It seems more likely than not, that the Civil War era upright door rim lock parts came from Hi
Good’s cabin door. Good’s admiring neighbor, Dan Delaney, even included this anecdotal story about
Good one day hiding inside his “house” from the Indians. One can only assume Good “locked” his
door for protection. Delaney (1872) wrote:
This brought the Indians frequently to the house, and frequent communications with the
Indian boy, corrupted him. Promises after promises were made by the treacherous devils to
bring in arms and capitulate for peace, but never complied with. Still Capt. Good held the
hostages. The Indians sought, as a last resort of treachery, his protection against hostile foes,
and begged the privilege to camp near the house, where no wild Indian dare venture without
permission. Intending to kill him, upon one occasion, they, early in the morning commenced
a noise of battle as if attacked by a numerous foe. Capt. Good was too wary to be taken by
surprise, and would not venture out. Finding they had failed in their designs, and being
confident that the renowned hunter had conceived their intentions, and fearing consequences
which would surely come, the tribe decamped (Underscore author’s).
Why the Indians did not burn the wooden structure down with Hi Good inside is unexplained.
And why Delaney used the word “house” and not “cabin” for Good’s structure on the flat in Acorn
Hollow where he was living, is also inconsistent. For instance, in Delaney’s same 1872 article he wrote
that Hi Good was “. . . odd in his selection of a home, locating it where nature assumed her simplest
character, amid hill and plain, free from culture, unvarnished and unimproved, existing in native
simplicity and grandeur.” (Underscore author’s).
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Figure 425. “This piece (specimen 320-119) is 3.5” x 1/8” x 1/16.” It is conceivably
a manual pivoting piece of a door rim mounted lock, which always is mounted on the
“inside” of the door for locking the lock without a key. This piece might go with a series
of other internal pieces which, when taken together, makes the bolt to work in the lock
or unlock positions.” —Cliff Moffitt, Locksmith Consultant
Comments: Its use was for pivoting but for exactly what remains undetermined. Cliff Moffitt was
shown said specimen 320-119, in 2006, at his home in Susanville. Now retired, Moffitt served 25 years as a
U.S. military locksmith at the former US Army Base at Herlong.
It may well be that this piece is the manual triggering mechanism that goes with the three door rim lock/
latch fragments, 320-433a, 433b, and 433c.
First Moffitt used a magnet and determined that its material is metal, not brass nor aluminum. He reported, “It is steel that was molded.” Using calipers he determined that it is tapered slightly, ranging from .218
mm to .206.
Other conjectural comments by Mr. Moffitt included: “Possibly a mounted passage lock mechanism
rather than a key controlled lock. When its orientation is held one way, this stationary piece is balanced to pivot
perfectly; a kind of gravity controlled pivoting piece one could manipulate to lock and unlock the door from the
inside. This could be the mechanism piece for controlling the manual lock when the person is ‘inside’ a cabin
or outhouse, for it definitely shows wear on its one end, this end’s edges are rounded, suggesting wear from
earlier movement. And it is not a padlock piece. Padlocks are portable. Door latches are mounted. If its ‘latch
box’ was mounted on one side of the door, it is called a “rim lock” type. It could be a door latch part or a part to
a carrying case. The purpose of the piece, whatever it is, is to move up and down, for it is heavier on one end
—designed to pivot.”
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Cliff Moffitt added, “Its center “hole” was for pivoting inside the lock, activating the lock.” This same
observation by Roy Shelley, professional clock repairman, led to the conclusion that this artifact is probably not
a clock piece.
Not a clock piece probably: On June 14, 2006, the mystery piece was shown to The Clock Shop owner
and clock repairman of 25 years, Roy Shelley of Redding, California. He said, “Possible a clock piece but the
hole is too small for a screw to go through. The size of the object suggests it is for a lever. But the hole seems
quite small. Its metal is not of hard steel for I can bend it. Yes, if it was in a fire, then all the tension has gone out
of it. It doesn’t seem like a part of a clock. Basically, the early 19th century clocks were of two types: (1) O-G or
weight driven clocks and (2) English G clocks. Maybe it is of an old door lock?
Not a firearm piece either probably: Armaments experts John Martin (Chair of Department of Gunsmithing,
Lassen Community College, Susanville, California) and Associate Instructor in Gunsmithing Jim Wages (Susanville Police Department veteran of 35 years retired) were consulted on May 31, 2006. Both were doubtful that
it is a gun piece. Jim Wages explained, “It is rather long and not compact enough like are most gun pieces.”
Other Hypotheses: Still other hypotheses include a lever system piece, maybe for a scale or for maybe
a sewing machine. About the latter, it may be part of a feeding mechanism for moving the cloth. Or maybe for
feeding the thread in certain positions. But best guess, at this writing, for 320-119 is that it probably was part of
the internal manual pivoting piece of the door rim mounted lock that conceivably was a fixture on the Hi Good’s
Cabin’s front door.
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